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Chapter 1

Introduction

Thisdocument describes the Composite Analysis Model (CAM) in Scia Engineer. CAM is used in Scia Engineer to analyse
and design composite beams that comprise:

l a heavygauge steel profile,
l a reinforced concrete deck,
l shear connectorsbetween steel beamand deck,
l and corrugated steel sheeting that servesalso as formwork for thewet concrete during the stagesof construction.

TheCAM is a genericmodelization and numerical analysis method that aims to analyse accurately the behaviour of steel-
concrete composite structures. As the CAM is based on standard 3D modelization tools of Scia Engineer, there are no
restrictions regarding the geometryof the structure. At this time, any structure that contains composite floorsmay be ana-
lysed using it (buildings, bridges, industrial structures...). As results, the CAM providesdeflections and internal forces that
can be used in composite beamdesign based on design code checks.

Fundamentally, a composite deck with beams is modelized as a plate with eccentric ribs. The plate represents the com-
posite deck, which is in itself a composite structural elementmade of a profiled steel sheetingwith a reinforced concrete top-
ping. The steel beams are represented by eccentric 1D members, i.e. plate ribs, connected to the plate. That presents
several advantages in comparison tomore traditional approacheswhere the supporting structure ismodelized asa beam
grid:

l no load panelsare necessary to distribute loads to the beams; also, no simplified assumptionsare needed regard-
ing that load distribution

l complexgeometriesof the composite deckscan be taken into account without simplifying assumptions
l the in-plane stiffnessof the deck isautomatically calculated and taken into account, as the deck ismodelized asa

structuralmember; thusno additional simplifying assumptionsare needed in the case of horizontal loading of the
structure

In a simple asstraight-forward way, theCAM takes into account the threemain construction phases important in the design
of composite structures:

l the construction stage, duringwhich the steel beamsand sheeting alone carry thewet concrete and take up any
applied loads; the self-weight of freshly cast concrete is calculated and directly taken into account aspart of the self-
weight of the structure

l the final stage for long termactions, where the composite effect is taken into account; the effect of creep is taken
into account bya reduced stiffnessof the concrete parts

l the final stage for short termactions, where the composite effect is taken into account with the nominal stiffnessof
concrete

The effect of creepmaybe optionallydisabled. A setting also allows for all composite parts to be considered aspropped dur-
ing the stage of construction.

Version
The current version of thismanual applies to Scia Engineer 15. In this release, the focushasbeen set on the analysisof com-
posite deckswith beams.

License
The functionalitydescribed in thismanual requiresone of the following license:
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l esacbd.01.01 - Composite BeamDesign - EN1994
l esacbd.01.05 - Composite BeamDesign - AISC 360-10
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Chapter 2

Theoretical background

This chapter describes the theoretical background that is used in the composite analysis model (CAM) of Scia Engineer.
Someaspectsof it are generalwhile some other are focussing onlyon the methods that are implemented in Scia Engineer.
All principles that are presented here are code independent.

General principles
On the contrary to more traditional approaches, the CAM is based on a standard 3D modelization of the structure. Fun-
damentally, a composite deck with beams is modelized as a plate with eccentric ribs. The plate represents the composite
deck, which is in itself a composite structural element made of a profiled steel sheeting with a concrete topping. The steel
beamsare represented byeccentric1Dmembers, i.e. plate ribs, connected to the plate.

Composite deck
In the context of the CAM, the "deck" is the plate that carries the loads and transfers them to the beams. This chapter
describes the principle of analysisof that plate only. The behaviour of composite beamswill be discussed in another chapter.

There are composite decksand metal decks. A composite deck has two layers: a profiled steel sheeting and a concrete top-
ping, reinforced or not. Ametal deckhasonlyone layer, i.e. the profiled steel sheeting, and ismostlyused for light-weight
roofs.

A composite deck is modelized as a multi-layered plate. Each layer hasorthotropic properties and the eccentricityof each
layer is taken into account.

The interaction of the layers is considered as a perfect bond, i.e. without any slip between the layers (concrete and steel
sheeting). The strainsare determined from the displacementsand rotationsat the nodesof the finite elementmesh.
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The assumption of perfect bond is definitely reasonable for the longitudinal behaviour of the composite deck, i.e. in the dir-
ection parallel to the corrugation. In the direction perpendicular to the corrugation, this seems lessobvious, since the profiled
sheeting propertiesare first determined independently. In the composite deck, the “accordion” behaviour of the sheetingwill
be stabilized by the concrete in case the sheeting is in compression. However, the stiffnessof the sheeting in that direction is
very low andwill hardly influence the behaviour of the composite deck. That approximation is therefore acceptable.

Profiled steel sheeting

, , =Young’smodulus, shear modulusandPoisson’s ratio of steel

define the geometryof the profiled sheeting; is the thicknessof the concrete topping and isnot used in this con-
text.

The formulas below give the components of the equivalent orthotropic properties of a generic profiled steel sheeting as
shown in the above picture. Formulasadapted fromSamanta &Mukopadhyay [1, 2].

Bending components
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Membrane components

Mean thickness (for calculation of self weight)

Position of gravity centre from bottom fibre (assumed for both directions)

Auxiliary variables
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Concrete deck

, , =Young’smodulus, shear modulusandPoisson’s ratio of concrete

define the geometryof the concrete deck.

The formulas below give the components of the equivalent orthotropicproperties of the concrete topping cast onto a gen-
ericprofiled steel sheeting asshown in the above picture. Formulasadapted fromSamanta &Mukopadhyay [1, 2].

Bending components
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Membrane components

Mean thickness (for calculation of self weight)

Position of gravity centre from bottom fibre (assumed for both directions)

Auxiliary variables

Multi-layered orthotropy
The orthotropysub-matricesare obtained from the formulas in the previousparagraphs. For each layer, there are:

where i is the layer index; in the case of a composite deck, s (steel) or c (concrete).

Proper rotation of the matrices must be applied before combining the layers, in case the orientation of the steel sheeting
doesnot correspond to the default coordinate system. The rotationmatricesare
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where

is the angle between the principal orthotropydirection Y’ (corrugation of the steel sheeting) and the default (non rotated)
localYaxisof the 2Dmember. In Scia Engineer, it is given by the LCS rotation angle in the 2Dmember properties.

The rotated orthotropysub-matrices, for each layer, are

Finally, the layersmust be combined and the eccentricity termsadded in thematrix. The final orthotropymatrixhas the form

Plate behaviour components

Membrane behaviour components
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Layer eccentricities

where zi is the position of the gravity center of the i-th layer (profiled sheeting or concrete).

Composite beam
In the context of composite structures, there are currently3 possible typesof behaviour for plate ribs in Scia Engineer:

without composite action
this ismeant for beams that are connected to the deck without shear connectors, i.e. the deck is just lying on the
beam. There isactuallyno composite action in that setup. This ismodelized bya plate rib without eccentricity

with advanced composite action
in this case, a perfect shear connection is assumed between the beam and the deck. The plate rib ismodelized
with its real eccentricity. In this configuration, an axial force will appear in the beam and membrane forces will
appear in the deck. The diffusion of the membrane forces in the deck will be automatically calculated by the FE
modelization of the deck. The internal forces for the composite checkswill be obtained by integrating the obtained
stresses in both the steel beamand the deck (within the participatingwidth of the deck).

with standard composite action
in this case, by default, a perfect shear connection is assumed between the beamand the deck. The plate rib is
modelized by a beam without eccentricity. In order to take the composite action into account, the stiffness of the
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beam isadjusted to take into account the effect of the eccentricityand of the participatingwidth. The adjustments
of the cross-section properties are detailed below. In the same way as for the so-called advanced model (see
above), the internal forces for the composite checkswill be obtained by integrating the calculated stresses in both
the steel beamand the deck. However, as there isno eccentricitybetween the plate rib and the plate, no axial nor
membrane forceswill appear in themodel due to the composite action.

Adjusted properties of beams “with standard composite action”
In this case, the geometricpropertiesof the cross-section of the beamwill be adjusted to take into account the effectsof the
eccentricityand of the participatingwidth of the deck.

Onlysome propertiesneed adjusting,most of them remain unchanged because theyare affected neither by the eccentricity
nor by the participating width of the deck. The actual participation of the deck itself is already taken into account by the FE
modelization of the deckandmust therefore not be taken into account again in the propertiesof the beam.

area – from the steel beam

shear area y– from the steel beam

shear area z– from the steel beam

torsional inertia – adjusted, see below

bending inertia y-y– adjusted, see below

bending inertia z-z– from the steel beam

For adjusted properties, the following formulaswill be used:
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where the following variablesare obtained from the steel beamcross-section properties:

torsional inertia of the steel beam

shear area of the steel beam in the ydirection

bending inertia y-yof the steel beam

area of the steel beam

elasticitymodulusof the steel beam

shear modulusof the steel beam

total effectivewidth of the composite beam

The equivalent area values , , and are obtained from the orthotropicpropertiesof the deck:

axialmembrane stiffnesscomponent of the orthotropymatrixof the concrete part of the deck in the direction of

the beamaxis; in case of ametal deck, use

shear membrane stiffnesscomponent of the orthotropymatrixof the concrete part of the deck in the direction

of the beamaxis; in case of ametal deck, use

axialmembrane stiffnesscomponent of the orthotropymatrixof the profiled steel sheeting in the direction of the
beamaxis

shear membrane stiffnesscomponent of the orthotropymatrixof the profiled steel sheeting in the direction of
the beamaxis

The componentsof the inputmatrices can be found in the previouschapters for concrete ( ) and for the profiled steel

sheeting ( ).

The calculation of the orthotropycomponents isobtained by rotation of the orthotropymatrixof the deckparts:
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where is the angle between the LCS Y-axis of the deck and that of the beam. Please note, that this is the same rotation

matrix asused in the paragraph related tomulti-layered orthotropy, just with a different angle.

For the required components in the current context, this leads to:

In a similar way, the bending stiffnessof the slabmust be calculated, in case of partial composite connection (see next para-
graph):

1) In theory, for the calculation of the torsional inertia ( Ix,adj), the coordinate of the shear
center should be used instead of that of the gravity center (zG), but the inaccuracy ismost
probablyneglectable in this case.

2) In theoryAz should be adjusted too, as the distribution of shear stresses in the composite
section differs from that in individual parts. However, as the shear connection between
steel and concrete isensured only locallybystuds, the reality is somewhere between those
two limit casesand that simplification isacceptable.

Composite action with partial connection
The previous paragraph defines values for the case of a full composite connection. It ishowever common – and often eco-
nomical – to use partial composite connection. Partial composite connection is taken into account according to the following
simplifiedmethod, using a reduced bending stiffness for the composite beam. The following adjustmentsmust be done:
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adjusted inertia of the composite beam, to be used in case of partial composite connection instead of

Definition of , , , , and : see previousparagraph.

isa value between 0 and 1 that defines the degree of composite connection; 0 =no connection, 1 = full connection.

Construction stages for composite analysis
Construction stagesmust be taken into account in the analysisof composite structuresmostly for two reasons:

n the profiled steel sheeting isused asa formwork for the concrete topping, hence it has to carryalone the
weight of concrete

n the behavioursof steel and concrete are fundamentallydifferent: stiffness, creep

In the general case, construction stagesare taken into account in a simplifiedway, by calculating each load case in the stage
corresponding to its assumptions. The results (displacements, internal forces…) can then be combined in load case com-
binations.

Construction stage
in this stage, only the steel of the composite decks is enabled. Concrete has no stiffness and its self weight is
hence carried by the steel structure (profiled steel sheeting and steel beams). Bydefault, only the self weight load
case isassigned to this stage.
Final stage, long term
in this stage, the composite decksare enabled. The concrete stiffness is reduced to take into account the effect of
creep under long term loads. Bydefault, all permanent load cases, except self weight, are assigned to this stage.
Final stage, short term
in this stage, the composite decksare enabled. The nominal concrete stiffness is used, for use under short term
loading. Bydefault, all variable load casesare assigned to this stage.

In the standard composite analysis model, 3 construction stages are defined for the entire structure. There is no
such thing asstages for casting of concrete or staged building of the steel structure. It ishowever planned that thiswill be sup-
ported in a later version.

Creep
Creep is taken into account using a reduced value of the elasticity modulus for concrete in the final stage, long term. The
creep coefficient isdefined in the composite setup for the entire structure and applied to all composite decks.

During the calculation of the orthotropymatrices, adjusted valuesof Ec andGc are used in each stage for concrete:

where ( ) is the E-modulus (G-modulus) of concrete from thematerial library.
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where is the creep factor defined in composite setup.

Creep can be optionallydisabled, in which case load cases from long term stage aremoved to short term stage during the
analysis.

Propping
It is assumed bydefault that theweight of concrete is carried solelyby the steel structure. It can be optionallyassumed, that
the steel structure isentirelypropped during the casting of concrete. The propping is then removed after the concrete has
hardened.

This can be taken into account by moving all load cases from the construction stage to the final stage (long term or short
term, depending on creep settings).

Automatic calculation of effective width
The effectivewidth of the plate ribscan be definedmanuallyby the user or it can be calculated automaticallyby theScia
Engineer.

In the case of automatic calculation, the effectivewidth isdetermined according to the following geometric rules:

, are the left and right hand side effectivewidth of the rib
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is the span length of the considered beam; in Scia Engineer,

is a configurable constant; it is taken = 8.0 by default, which corresponds to the specificationsof the ASCI (IBC) code for
the effectivewidth in the analysismodel.

, are themaximumvaluesof effectivewidth on the left and right hand side due to adjacent entities. The
effectivewidth on a sidemaynot exceed:

l The distance to an edge of the slab
l Half of the distance to the adjacent beam

Onlyentities that fulfil all the following conditionsare taken into account. Those are plate ribs, outer edgesor opening edges
that are:

l parallel or nearlyparallel to the considered beam; a tolerance angle is configurable (default=10°)
l linked to or contained bya plate that is

l located in the sameplane as the slab that contains the considered beam
l connected byat least one edge to the containing slab of the considered beam (a single point connection is

not sufficient)

The distance to the adjacent entity is calculated atmid-length of eachmember. The effectivewidth is calculated asa uniform
value per member. That assumption corresponds to thementioned design codes.

A1Dmember maynot cover more than one span for the automatic calculation of effective
width. If it does, the calculation of effective width will fail and the rib will switch back to
manual input. Continuous beams should therefore be modelled as multiple 1D members,
rigidly connected to each other.

It is however possible, in the case of nearlyparallel beams, to take into account the variable spacing of the beamsbysplitting
each span into severalmembers.

The current implementation supports only the method described here. For special, unsupported use cases, it is recom-
mended to usemanual input of the effectivewidth.
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Composite Analysis Model in Scia Engineer

Principles
TheComposite Analysis Model (CAM) has been kept as simple as possible. It uses standard modelization functionality of
Scia Engineer

Fundamentally, a composite deck with steel beams ismodelized using a standard plate with plate ribs. Onlya limited num-
ber of propertiesneeds to be configured, in the plate and in the beamproperties, tomake those structural partsbehave as
composite.

Using the standard menu items in Scia Engineer, the composite system may be defined as a plate, with ribs added after-
wards, or directlyusing a ribbed slab.

Project settings
In the project settings, simplyenabling both concrete and steelmaterial librarieswill enable theCAM.
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TheCAM functionality is code independent and thusmay be used with any design code. However, the related composite
checksare code dependent and are currentlyavailable for the EN1994 andAISC 360-10 codes.

Note: the composite feature located in the functionality tab is related to another (dated)
composite functionality, which is incompatible with theCAM.Enabling that functionality
will disable the CAM.

The composite checks linked to that functionality are intended to be eventually entirely
replaced by theCAMand its related composite checks.

Definition of the deck
Adeck (composite deckor metal deck) isessentiallya plate in Scia Engineer. It maybe input asany2Dmember that accepts
ribs. That includesplatesand straight walls.

To define a composite deck, the user would usually define a standard plate, or a ribbed plate in the case that hewould like to
assign the ribs in the verysamemodelling operation.

A composite deck is created froma standard plate via the property Analysis model. This property defines whether the 2D
member isa standard plate, a composite deck, or ametal deck.

A composite deck ismade of a profiled steel sheetingwith a concrete topping.

Ametal deckhasonly the profiled steel sheeting (usually intended for light-weight roofs).

A standard plate maybe used in a composite analysismodel, together with some composite deck or metal deckmembers,
but it will not have anyof the composite analysis features.

The specificproperties for a composite/metal deckare:
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Analysis
model

- standard: standard plate, with regular properties;
amember with this settingwill not be affected by theCAM
- metal deck: profiled steel sheeting alone (1 layer)
- composite deck: 2-layersmember, profiled steel sheeting +concrete topping

Profiled
Sheeting selection of a profiled steel sheeting from the library (see below)

Material material of the selected profiled steel sheeting; thisproperty is read-onlyand its value is taken from the
profiled sheeting library

Concrete
deck mater-
ial

material of the concrete topping (only for composite deck)

FEM model read-only; composite orthotropic ("Theoretical background")

Thickness
type read-only; constant; this cannot be edited for composite/ metal decks

Thickness
for metal deck: read-only; height of the selected profiled sheeting
for composite: editable; total height of the composite deck;maynot be smaller than the height of the
selected profiled sheeting

LCS Type read-only; standard; only standard LCS type allowed for composite/metal decks

LCS Angle samemeaning asusual, but additionallydefines the orientation of the corrugation of the profiled sheet-
ing; the corrugation of the sheeting isalwaysdirected along the LCSYaxis

Profiled sheeting library
The profiled sheeting library can be accessed from the properties of a composite or metal deck or directly in the Libraries
composite sub-tree. It isactually the same library that isused for diaphragmconstraints in steel code checks for
LTB stabilization.
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The propertiesof the profiled steel sheeting are divided in 4 groups.

some general properties (name, etc...)

Manufacturer properties , which are used only in the case of diaphragm constraints in the steel code
checks; thosewill not be described here

Geometry, which defines themain dimensionsof the profiled sheeting

Orthotropic properties, which define themechanical propertiesof the sheeting for theCAM
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Name nameof the profiled sheeting library item

Catalogue user defined field; maybe used to define listsof profiled sheeting and filter the available profiled sheet-
ings in the library; it can be, for instance, themanufacturer'sname, some type of sheeting, etc...

Profile shape type of profile shape; it is automaticallydetermined from the geometryof the profile; it can beopen
trough
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or re-entrant trough

bs, br, bb, b0,
hp

dimensionsof the profiled sheeting, asshown in the picturesabove; b0 is read-onlyand calculated from
the other dimensions

Thickness thicknessof the sheeting

Nominal
thickness nominal thickness; not used for theCAM

Weight surfaceweight of the sheeting; not used for theCAM; the self-weight of the sheeting isactually cal-
culated from it geometry

Material steelmaterial of the sheeting

Automatic
calculation

whenON, the orthotropic properties of the profiled sheeting are calculated from the geometry ( "The-
oretical background"); whenOFF, the componentsof the orthotropymatrixmaybe definedmanually

D11 ... d33 componentsof the orthotropymatrixof the profiled sheeting

Display settings
For composite and metal decks, it is possible to display the shape and orientation of the profiled sheeting directly on the
model. The corresponding view settingsare located in theComposite tab of the general view settings:
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Those settings allow to display on themodel symbols that show the main supporting direction (i.e. the direction of the pro-
filed sheeting), the shape of the profiled sheeting and the thicknessof the concrete topping.
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Definition of the beams
Composite beams are to be defined as standard plate ribs. They may also be created using a ribbed plate 2D member,
which includes the definition of the ribs. A few propertieswill then specify the beamascomposite.

Type of
connection

that property is visible onlywhen theCAM isenabled. There are 4 possible values:

with standard composite action appliesa composite cross-section to the plate rib without
eccentricity on the 1D member; this has the advantage that it does not create parasite axial
forces in themodel; for details "Theoretical background"

with advanced composite action uses a standard eccentricplate rib, without adjustment
of the cross-section; the composite effect is taken into account directly through the real eccent-
ricityof the 1D member in the finite elementmodel; this will, however, generate axial forces in
both the beamand the deck

without composite action assumes that there is no longitudinal shear connection
between the beamand the deck; it is taken into account bymeansof a plate rib without eccent-
ricityusing the selected beamcross-sectionwithout adjustment

user-defined eccentricity corresponds to a standard plate rib; it will not allow using com-
posite functionalitieson that beam

Connection

that property is visible only for a type of connectionwith standard composite action; it allows to define the
degree of shear connection between the beamand the deck. The possible valuesare:

default: the actual connection isdefined in the composite setup

full: thisassumesa perfect shear connection between the beamand the deck

partial: thisassumesa partial connection between the beamand the deck

Degree of
connection

that property is visible only for a type of connectionwith standard composite action ; it defines the actual
degree of connection between the beamand the deck.

Only in case of a partial connection, the degree of connectionmaybe defined here. Otherwise, thisprop-
erty is read-only. The default value of the degree of connection isdefined in the composite setup.

Alignment

For all composite typesof connection, the alignment is read-onlyand configured automaticallyaccording
to the selected type of connection. It is centered for standard and without composite action ; it is bottom
for advanced composite action.

For user-defined eccentricity, the alignment isdefined by the user.

Effective Width
Effectivewidth isa standard propertyof anyplate rib. It is used for several purposes in a usual analysismodel:
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l internal forceseffectivewidth isused for integrating stresses from the plate during output of internal forces in the rib
(in 1D internal forces result service, when ticking the option rib/integration strip)

l checkeffectivewidth defines thewidth of the plate part that will be taken into account in the checks to calculate the
resistance of the cross-section (code-dependent)

It is important to note, that none of the above affects the stiffnessof the system.Modifying the effectivewidth doesnotmodify
the propertiesof the cross-sections in the analysismodel.

There ishowever a differencewhen using theCAM,which uses the effectivewidth in a third way:

l internal forceseffectivewidth is taken into account when calculating the stiffnessof the composite cross-section of a
beamdefinedwith standard composite action; for details, see "Theoretical background"

l in case of beamwithout composite action, all effectivewidth propertiesare set to zero

Important: unlike in all other cases, in a beamwith standard composite action , the effective
width affects the stiffnessof the beam

Automatic calculation of the effective width
The effectivewidth can be definedmanuallyor calculated automatically.

When the property shape of rib is set to T-symmetric, slab left, slab right or asymmetric, effective values are to be defined
manually.

When shape of rib is set to automatic, the effective width is calculated automatically from the geometry of the structure. The
calculation of the effective width is performed for the entire structurewhen running the analysis. It can also be triggered by
clicking the action button calculate effectivewidth at the bottomof the property sheet of the considered beam.

The elements that influence the value of the effectivewidth are

l the span length of the beam
l adjacent entities (beams, slab edge, openings)
l effectivewidth settings in the solver setup
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Parallelism tolerance maximumangle between a beamand its considered adjacent entity, for them to be
considered parallel

Span length ratio L/beff,max
(1 side) ratio of the span length used for the calculation of the effectivewidth

Those settings are located in the solver setup, because they influence the analysismodel.
Theyare not in the composite setup, because they are not directly related to theCAM and
maybe used for anyplate rib, not only composite beams.

In the current implementation, the effective width, is calculated separatelyon each side (left and right) of the rib as the smal-
lest of the three following values:

l ratio of the span length L/x, where x isdefined in the solver setup
The span length isdetermined from the buckling systemof the beamand can hence be longer than the beam. It
can also be influenced bymodifying the buckling boundaryconditions, using the buckling and relative lengthsprop-
ertyof the beamor the graphical input of system length action button.

l half-distance to the closest parallel (or nearlyparallel) beam
The distance ismeasured in themiddle of the considered beam.

l distance to the closest parallel (or nearlyparallel) free edge
The distance ismeasured in themiddle of the considered beam.

Scia Engineer stores the calculated effectivewidth values for both the internal forcesand
checkeffectivewidth. However, the checks might use or not use those stored valueswhen
determining the resistance of the cross-sections. Please refer to the detailed description of
the considered checks for more information about this topic.

For more details "Theoretical background".

Display settings for effective width
The effectivewidth for internal forcescan be graphicallydisplayed on the analysismodel, in two different ways.
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l The displaysettingDraw cross-section displaysone cross-section on each beam, showing the actual cross-sec-
tion of the rib and the portion of the slab corresponding to the effectivewidth (see picture, left)

l The displaysettingEffective of plate ribs > Draw effective width shows the effectivewidth in the plane of the
slab along the entire beam (see picture, right); several renderingmodesare available

Construction stages for the composite analysis model
The construction stages of a composite structure are taken into account for the entire structure at once. There are three
stages in theCAM:

l construction stage: only the steel structure carries the loads; the concrete is soft, its self-weight actson the struc-
ture, but it hasno stiffness

l final stage, long term: the composite structure carries the applied long term loads; the effect of creep is taken into
account via a reduced apparent stiffnessof the concrete

l final stage, short term: the composite structure carries the applied short term loads; there isno creep effect and the
full stiffnessof concrete isused
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To account for those stages, only the stiffness of concrete is modified from one stage to the next one. Each load case is
assigned to one of those three stages. Bydefault, when creating the load cases:

l self-weight load case isassigned to the construction stage
l permanent load casesare assigned to the final stage, long term
l variable load casesare assigned to the final stage, short term

The allocation of load cases to stagescan be seen and edited in the load case properties:

It isalso possible to see an overview of the load casesallocation via the Load cases& stagesmanager in the composite ser-
vice:

Load casescan bemoved fromone stage to the other. TheAutomaticbutton resetsall assignments to default, asdescribed
above.

Composite setup
The composite setup can be accessed from the composite service tree. It containsa number of settings that are related to
the CAM and to the composite checks. Only CAM related settings are detailed here. Those settings all affect the analysis
model. Check related settingsare presented later, alongwith composite checks ("Composite Checks").
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Take creep into
account

defineswhether creep should be taken into account or not in theCAM; when this setting isdis-
abled, final stage, long term is not used and any load case assigned to that stage aremoved to
final stage, short term

Creep coefficient value of the creep coefficient for the calculation of the effect of creep in final stage, long term

The composite
beams are propped

defineswhether the composite beamsshould be considered propped or not during
casting; when this setting isenabled, construction stage is not used and any load case
assigned to that stage ismoved to final stage, long term or final stage, short term depending
on the creep setting

Default degree of
connection for
beams with com-
posite action

default value for degree of connection for beamswith standard composite action; this value is
used for composite beamswhere the connection setting is set to default

About results...
Most standard resultsare available in a completely standard formwhen using theCAM (displacements, internal forces, sup-
port reactions...).

There are however some restrictions regarding the output of stressesasstandard results.

l stresses in 1D memberscan be displayed only in the eccentricpart (steel profile) of composite beamswith
advanced composite action andwithout composite action; output of stresses in beamswith standard composite
action is not supported at this time

l stresses in 2D members (composite decksandmetal decks) are not supported because of their orthotropicbeha-
viour, whichwould require some special processing that isnot compatible with the standard 2D-stressoutput

Stressescan be, however, handled in detail in composite checks.

Example
Simple composite buildingmodelized for IBC composite check: CAM_demo_IBC.esa
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Composite Checks

Composite code checks are based on the Open Checks technology and Scia Design Forms. However, in order to avoid
duplicate input of some of the data and to take most advantage of the CAM, all input needed for composite checks have
been centralized in the composite service in theComposite BeamDatamember attribute and in theComposite setup.

This chapter gives detailed information about the settings available in the Composite setup and in the Composite Beam
Datawhich are related to the composite checks.

Somegeneral information about how to use the checks isalso provided. Theoretical background about the content of the
checks is not provided here. References to the appropriate code articles are usually provided in the detailed output of the
checks themselves.

For more information about OpenChecksandSciaDesign Forms, please refer to "OpenChecks: Linkwith SciaDesign
Forms".

Composite Setup
The composite setup isaccessible from the composite service tree.
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The settings related to the analysis model (CAM)  have been detailed already in the previous chapter "Composite Analysis
Model in Scia Engineer". The rest of the settingsare related to the composite checks. Most of themdefine default settings to
be used for compositememberswithout specific settings. Those settingscan be overriden (marked overridable in the table
below) bymeansof Composite BeamData attributes (see next chapter "Composite BeamData").

Shear con-
nectors

Con-
nectors per
row

number of connectorsper row (perpendicularly to the axisof the beam)

overridable

Rows per
span

total number of rowsof connectors in one span; used in case the corrugation of the sheeting isparallel to
the beam

overridable, onlyEN1994

Placement

used in case the corrugation of the sheeting isperpendicular to the beam

overridable, onlyEN1994

Number of
rows
(between
points of
min & max
moment)

number of rowsof connectorsbetween the pointsofmin andmaxmoments in one span

overridable, onlyAISC 360-10

Welding of
connectors

method of welding of the shear connectors

l through the steel sheeting: the connectorsarewelded together with the sheeting to the
beam

l directly to the beam: the connectorsare placed in openings in the sheeting andwelded dir-
ectly to the beam

overridable

Calculation
approach

approach for the calculation of the connectors

l design: the composite check returns the number of required shear connectors to fulfil the code
requirements, based on the provided assumptions (placement or rowsper span are then not
used for the calculation)

l check: the composite checkcontrolswhether the provided shear connectors fulfil the code
requirements

overridable

Slab rein-
forcement
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Lon-
gitudinal

Bar diameter, bar spacing and concrete cover of reinforcement bars in the slab parallel to the beam

overridable

Transversal
Bar diameter and bar spacing of reinforcement bars in the slab perpendicular to the beam

overridable

Deflections

Camber
type

type of definition of the camber value

l absolute: the camber isdefined asa fixed value (in the length unitsdefined in the general set-
tingsof Scia Engineer)

l relative: the camber isdefined asa ratio of the span length, e.g. L/200
l deflection ratio: the camber isdefined asa ratio of the cumulated deflection in construction

stage and final stage, long term, i.e. usuallyall permanent loads

overridable

Camber
value

camber value for type absolute, defined asa fixed length

overridable

Camber
value L/x

camber value for type relative, defined asa ratio of the span length, e.g. L/200

overridable

Camber
value as
deflection
ratio

camber value for type deflection ratio, defined asa ratio of the permanent deflection

overridable

Limit
deflection
for con-
struction
stage

limit allowable deflection for deflection check in construction stage, defined asa ratio of the span length

Limit total
deflection
in final
stage

limit allowable deflection for total deflection check in final stage, defined asa ratio of the span length

Limit per-
manent,
long term
deflection

limit allowable deflection for permanent deflection check in final stage, defined asa ratio of the span
length

Limit addi-
tional
deflection
in final
stage

limit allowable deflection for deflection checkunder variable actions in final stage, defined asa ratio of the
span length

EN1994 only

Composite Beam Data
The composite beamdata isaccessible from the composite service tree. It can be added to anycomposite beam.
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The composite beamdata attribute allows to override for a specific composite beam the default settings defined in the com-
posite setup. For each group of settings (e.g. shear connectors or slab reinforcement) it is possible to separately specify if
the default settingsmust be used or rather some customized values.

Most of the composite beamdata settingsget their default value from the composite setup. A few exceptionsexist, which are
mentioned in the table below.

Name nameof the composite beamdata attribute

Member read-only; name of the related composite beam

Shear con-
nectors

Input type

override setting

l from setup: use the valuesdefined in the composite setup for shear connectors
l manually: define specific valuesoverriding the defaults

Type type of shear connectors, selected from the shear connectors library (see below "Shear connectors lib-
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rary")

There isno default value for this setting in the composite setup. The default is taken as the first shear con-
nector type available in the shear connectors library. This applies for composite beams without com-
posite beamdata.

Con-
nectors per
row

number of connectorsper row (perpendicularly to the axisof the beam)

Rows per
span

total number of rowsof connectors in one span; used in case the corrugation of the sheeting isparallel to
the beam

onlyEN1994

Placement

used in case the corrugation of the sheeting isperpendicular to the beam

onlyEN1994

Number of
rows
(between
points of
min & max
moment)

number of rowsof connectorsbetween the pointsofmin andmaxmoments in one span

onlyAISC

Welding of
connectors

method of welding of the shear connectors

l through the steel sheeting: the connectorsarewelded together with the sheeting to the
beam

l directly to the beam: the connectorsare placed in openings in the sheeting andwelded dir-
ectly to the beam

Calculation
approach

approach for the calculation of the connectors

l design: the composite check returns the number of required shear connectors to fulfil the code
requirements, based on the provided assumptions (placement or rowsper span are then not
used for the calculation)

l check: the composite checkcontrolswhether the provided shear connectors fulfil the code
requirements

Slab rein-
forcement

Input type

override setting

l from setup: use the valuesdefined in the composite setup for slab reinforcement
l manually: define specific valuesoverriding defaults

Material reinforcement steelmaterial for the slab reinforcement
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There is no default value for this setting in the composite setup. The default is taken as the default rein-
forcement steelmaterial fromproject settings (EC-EN) or as the first available reinforcement steelmater-
ial in the libraryofmaterials. Thisapplies for composite beamswithout composite beamdata.

Lon-
gitudinal Bar diameter, bar spacing and concrete cover of reinforcement bars in the slab parallel to the beam

Transversal Bar diameter and bar spacing of reinforcement bars in the slab perpendicular to the beam

Deflections

Input type

override setting

l from setup: use the valuesdefined in the composite setup for camber
l manually: define specific valuesoverriding defaults

Camber
type

type of definition of the camber value

l absolute: the camber isdefined asa fixed value (in the length unitsdefined in the general set-
tingsof Scia Engineer)

l relative: the camber isdefined asa ratio of the span length, e.g. L/200
l deflection ratio: the camber isdefined asa ratio of the cumulated deflection in construction

stage and final stage, long term, i.e. usuallyall permanent loads

Camber
value camber value for type absolute, defined asa fixed length

Camber
value L/x camber value for type relative, defined asa ratio of the span length, e.g. L/200

Camber
value as
deflection
ratio

camber value for type deflection ratio, defined asa ratio of the permanent deflection

Shear connectors library
The composite shear connectors library is accessible as any standard library, from the Libraries menu (composite sub-
menu), from themain tree view (Libraries>Composite branch) and from the composite beam data attribute, when assign-
ing shear connectors to a composite beam (see above "Composite Beam Data"). A selection of pre-defined shear con-
nectors isavailable in the system library ( ).
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Name nameof the shear connector type

Type generic type of connector; possible valuesareStud,Hilti,Channel andBar hoop

Catalogue catalogue designation, can be any text, keyword... maybe used for filtering the library (using the cata-
logue filter). Typical usewould be the nameof themanufacturer or the nameof the product range

Diameter/width cross-sectional dimension of the connector; typicallydiameter of a stud

Nominal
height nominal height of the connector for the calculation of the resistance

Material steelmaterial of the connector

All settingsabove are transmitted to the composite checks. Theydo not affect the analysismodel.

Composite Checks
All composite checks are accessible from the composite service tree. Theyare displayed after a successful analysis of the
structure (analysis resultsavailable).
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General use of the composite checks
All composite checks use the same standard settings asother result services in Scia Engineer. Resultsare available as text
and graphical output. The text output can be obtained in a summary table output (only main results, one row per result) or
asdetailed output (full detailsof check, with intermediate results…).

Name nameof the selected check
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Selection selection of entitiesonwhich the checkwill be performed (all, current, advanced, named selection,
design group)

Type of loads type of actions to be used for the check (load case, combination, result class)

Load case selected load case for the check (in case type of loads= load case)

Combination selected load case combination for the check (in case type of loads= combination)

Class selected result class for the check (in case type of loads= class)

Combinator
strategy

strategyused for handling envelopes

l Strain strategy: so-called dangerouscombinations, which are assumed to producemost
critical results, are determined according to the following rules; example for internal forces
in 1D members, the check isperformed atmost for each of the following 20 dangerouscom-
binations (duplicatesare eliminated):

l 12 combinationsproducing extreme values (min andmax) of each of the 6 internal
forcescomponents

l 8 combinationsproducing extreme longitudinal strains (min andmax) in each
corner of an idealized rectangular cross-section having the same stiffnesscom-
ponents than the considered cross-section

l All possible combinations: all possible combinations from the selected envelope are
processed; WARNING! thismight lead to extremely long computation time!

Filter standard filter onmembers (wildcard, cross-section,material, layer)

Print com-
bination key when enabled, print the combination keyalongwith the results in the text output

Values selection of the value(s) for graphical representation

Extreme extreme selectionmode (section, local, member, interval, cross-section, global)

Output

text output format

l brief: table output, one row per result (depending on the selected extreme setting)
l detailed: full, detailed output of the check

Drawing setup
1D detailed configuration of graphical output

Section sections for which the checkmust be performed on each selectedmember (all, ends, inputted, input-
ted+ends)

Refresh >>> action button: perform the check

Autodesign >>> action button: autodesign according to selected settings; filter must be cross-section (seemore
detailed explanation in Autodesignmanual "AutoDesign - Global optimization")

Split CSS >>> action button: split cross-section optimization according to unity checkvalue of selectedmembers

Unify CSS >>> action button: assign the same cross-section to severalmembershaving different cross-sections

Preview >>> action button: display the text output window

Available checks in Scia Engineer 15
l EN1994Composite BeamChecks

l ULSconstruction stage check
l ULS final stage check
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l AISC 360-10ASDComposite BeamChecks
l ULSconstruction stage check
l ULS final stage check
l SLSconstruction stage check (deflections)
l SLS final stage check (deflections)

l AISC 360-10 LFRDComposite BeamChecks
l ULSconstruction stage check
l ULS final stage check
l SLSconstruction stage check (deflections)
l SLS final stage check (deflections)
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